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 Urban Interior {UI} research group investigates the 
relation between people and the urban condition. The 
acronym UI is also suggestive of the objectives of the 
research: there is an attention to both the individual 
and collective nature of the habitation of environments; 
the research is to have impact in terms of the urban 
condition understood as composed of both individuals and 
collectives; and addresses this at the local in the context of 
the global. 
 As a research group, UI is composed of individuals 
from a range of disciplines including fashion, sound, 
interior design, architecture, industrial design, landscape 
architecture and art. As a collective, individual research 
trajectories cover a breadth of practices, scales and 
concerns from the intimacy of bodies to events within the 
public realm. Individual projects have in common a focus 
on the spatial and temporal dimensions of the inhabited, 
urban environment through a concern with material, 
social, psychological, physiological, poetic, aesthetic, 
experiential, sensory, historical, political relations. This 
brings a level of complexity to any research project 
undertaken by UI.

 Suzie Attiwill | Kate Church | Mick Douglas
 Michael Fowler | Robyn Healy 
 Rochus Urban Hinkel | Roger Kemp 
 Mick Peel | Malte Wagenfeld



RIDE-ON-DINNER 
(5)

 Ride-on-dinner is a mobile participatory performance event 
based upon a slow meal journey served from pedal-powered 
vehicles over the duration of an easy early-evening cycle. The 
ride-on-dinner explores simple pleasures in hospitality and local 
knowledge whilst feeling the way of possible food, transport and 
social systems. 
 Each dinner is undertaken in collaboration with a partnering 
group, organisation or event and responds to the unique 
opportunities presented by a regional area, its available riding 
routes, urban locations and seasonal local food to develop a 
contingent aesthetic experience. 
 www.ride-on-dinner.net

West BrunsWick 
sculpture triennial
28 March

Urban InterIor members:
mick Douglas and ben Landau

the Cultural transports Collec-
tive is a melbourne-based arts 

group exploring relations between 
transportation, food and cultural 
change. the collective includes 

Kate archdeacon, mick Douglas, 
rob eales, anthony Hamilton 

smith, Ceri Hann, neal Haslem, 
Lynda roberts.
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Photo: Karen Trist



URBAN 
OCCUPATION,  
BERLIN

Architecture Design 
innovAtion ProgrAm (ADiP), 
tu Berlin
mArch - June

 In the Berlin Urban Occupation design studio we explored the 
potential of a public square, Rosa Luxemburg Platz, with a rich, 
almost overwhelming history as a political place. 
 Students developed strategies which did not design anything 
physical for that square but articulated and highlighted the 
potential of hidden, ‘unseen’ spaces. Another project did document 
a currently existing conflict about public rehearsels and plays of 
the famous Volksbuehne theatre. Students provided a platform in 
form of a documentary followed by a public dinner in the shared 
public space as an opportunity to continue the debate in a sense of a 
political forum. 
 www.urbaninterior.net/berlin

Adip teAm:
Rochus Urban Hinkel (Rmit 
University, tU Berlin) and dr 

Hélène Frichot (Rmit University, 
Research Fellow tU Berlin) 

GUests (cHRonoloGicAl):
sebastian Kaiser, Volksbuehne 

Berlin, stefan Rosinski, Volksbueh-
ne Berlin, Wibke Behrens, nGBK, 

Antonia pont (Writer), michael 
Roper (Aedes campus network 

Berlin), Alex martinis Roe (artist), 
davide Bozza (Bologna), olga ska-
ba & Hartmut Flothmann, claim, 
prof Jean-philippe Vassal, lacaton 

& Vassal Architects, paris, prof 
peter-Aribert Herms, staatliche 
Akademie der bildenden Kuenste 

stuttgart, thomas Arnold, oxford 
Brooks University and Work-

spheres, Hannah Hurtzig, mobile 
Academy, Black market Archive, 
suzie Attiwill, Rmit University, 
melbourne,  mathias Heyden, 

ispARA and tU Berlin, susanne 
Hofmann, Baupiloten tU Berlin, 
Birgit Klauck, Adip tU Berlin,  

stUdents:
ivan Andonow (BG), christopher 

comrie (GB), Ryan Finn (GB), elba 
Garcia-clark (esp), mesimaaria 

Koponen (Fin), niklas Kuhlendahl 
(d), Antoine martin (F), caitlin 

mills-sheehy (AUs), shaun motsi 
(cAn), caitlyn parry (AUs), Jakob 

pawlowski (pl), michael schulz 
(d), laure severac (F)/ catalin 

Werb (d)
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Consequence Spaces by Elba 
Garcia-Clark, Caitlyn Parry, Laure 
Severac
Photo: Laure Severac



URBAN ROOM
March–June

 2/3 year Interior Design/Urban Interior Design Studio held as 
part of the 2040 City Design Laboratory, State of Design.
 This studio responded to provocations from the 2040 City 
brief: to ‘explore and propose how we might design, organise, 
construct, occupy and understand the built fabric of the city in 
2040. Where population increase, environmental impact, shifts 
in technology and changes in cultural values are questioned and 
addressed. Constructive visions of the city of the near future, 
exploring its potential character and qualities through speculative 
design investigations’.
 This studio approached | tested | investigated the design of 
interiors as a process of interiorization shaped by intensities and 
forces, spatial and temporal conditions – and how an interior-
making might occur within the urban environment.

Design stuDio leaDers: 
suzie attiwill and roger Kemp  

(rMit interior Design +  
urban interior)

stuDents: 
Kate archibald, Judith Chan, Juan 

Juan Dai, Christina Fogale, liz 
grimmer, sarah Jamieson, alice 
Kohler, shan shan law, Bethany 
Mann, Justin rogers, ashleigh 

rye, Molly shelton, Phuong tran, 
Clara van den Bosch, nick Visser.

guests: 
Kate Church (urban interior, 

rMit landscape), liz lambrou 
(interior designer), lynda roberts 

(director, Public assembly),  
robyn Ho (designer, six Degrees), 

raphael Kilpatrick (designer), 
Jacqui Chan (PhD candidate,  
jeweller), Davina shinewell 

(interior designer), andrea Kleist 
(Public art program manager, 

City of Melbourne), Mick Douglas 
(urban interior, rMit  

industrial Design)
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Alice Kohler Interior Plan.  
Movement and Stillness 2009



THE  
PHENOMENOLOGY 
OF AIR

ARCHITECTURE & 
PHENOMENOLOGY 2: 
CONFERENCE, KYOTO
JUNE

 This paper describes the findings to date of the design research 
project “Aesthetics of Air’; an exploration into qualities of air 
and the ensuing possibilities these hold for designing interior 
atmospheres. 
 The investigation begins by exploring the complex and manifold 
physiological and philosophical relationship we have to the interior 
and exterior atmosphere. It questions the now widespread practice 
of controlling and standardizing interior climates, the consequence 
of which has been the construction of interior spaces which are 
hermetically sealed from their atmospheric geography and related 
phenomena (breezes, smells, moisture and so on) and largely 
neutralized in terms of any complex physiological experience. The 
project looks at how, in the face of climate change, we can form an 
alternative relationship to the interior atmosphere by considering it 
as a design typology in itself.    
 Largely experimental, research so far has focused on exploring 
interior and exterior atmospheric phenomena. As our senses 
typically work together to form complex phenomenological images 
of atmospheric experiences, the challenge of investigating the 
formless and invisible requires a departure from the established 
dominance, especially in design, of the visual sense to include the 
broader sensorium; smelling the air and the materiality of space, 
sensing its moisture and temperature, feeling its breezes and 
random currents and so on.   
 But paradoxically by rendering the invisible visible can also 
introduce us to a new experience of air and, unexpectedly, reveal 
the symbiotic relationship between our presence and actions and 
the air which we inhabit.  By using devices such as scanning lasers 
I have not only been able to observe intriguingly delicate patterns 
of air movement but also trace a breath as it travels the length of a 
room and see the heat rising off a finger. 
 Through the visualization of air as a four dimensional temporal-
space and by exploring the rich array of phenomenological images 
humans use to describe and remember their aesthetic experience of 
air, I have begun to construct a design vocabulary which describes 
the typologies of air. This in turn will allow me to define a particular 
interior space with specific qualities of air; imagining a potential 
effect for the occupant within the space as a whole as well as their 
experience of different spatial zones. 

Malte 
Wagenfeld
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Bottom Photo: Malte Wagenfeld



BERLIN 
COLLOQUIUMTHE KUBUS - BERLIN

25 JUNE

 UI held together with the Architecture Design Innovation 
Program (ADIP) at TU Berlin a colloquium in the Kubus (by 
Volksbuehne) on Rosa Luxemburg Platz. The Kubus was a 
temporary public interior with an open space program, and 
was designed by the stage set designer Bert Neumann, from 
Volksbuehne Berlin. Beside three members of the research group, 
Suzie Attiwill, Mick Douglas and Rochus Urban Hinkel,  three 
external guests, Dr Hélène Frichot (RMIT), Alex Schweder (Artist)  
and Mathias Heyden (ISPARA, TU Berlin) gave a presentation on 
their current research.
 The Colloquium was followed by a Lecture (in English) by Prof 
Peter Weibel, ZKM Karlsruhe at Olafur Eliasson’s Institut fuer 
Raumexperimente, Am Pfefferberg, Berlin.

ExtErnal guEsts includE:
Khadija Z. carroll, Harvard 
university and Humboldt 

university Berlin; sarah davies, 
rMit university, interior design 

graduate; dr Hélène Frichot, 
rMit Melbourne, architecture 
& Philosophy series; Prof gini 
lee, landscape architecture, 

Qut Brisbane; Elena giunta, Phd 
candidate, Politecnico di Milano; 
Marthias Heyden, tu Berlin & 
isPara, Berlin; Birgit Klauck , 

architecture design innovation 
Program, tu Berlin; thomas 

Kusitzky, Forschungsstelle audi-
tive architektur udK Berlin; gabi 
schillig, institut für transmediale 

gestaltung, udK Berlin; alex 
schweder, artist, Berlin

convEnor: 
rochus urban Hinkel
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Keynote by Mathias Heyden, 
ISPARA (Institute for strategies 
of participatory architecture and 
spatial appropriation) and TU 
Berlin
Photo: Rochus Urban Hinkel
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Gallery Talk in the exhibition:  
Its Form Will Follow Your 
Performance, by Alex Schweder, 
Magnus Mueller Gallery (Rosa 
Luxemburg Platz), inserted  
image: during the UI Colloquium 
in the Kubus by Volksbühne Berlin
Photos: Viviane Hülsmeier



OCCUPATION:
BERLIN | BRIGHTON 
| MELBOURNE

AN INTERIOR DESIGN  
SPECIALISATION
JUNE - JULY

 Temporal occupations are becoming ever more critical in the 
contemporary city as more and more people occupy the urban 
environment. Rather than a question of occupying space through 
built form, temporal occupations produce and work the urban fabric 
in different ways – to enable inhabitation, exchange, work; different 
programs create different kinds of occupations. 
 The Berlin occupation offered up opportunities to consider 
temporal occupations in a city of occupation. The Brighton 
occupation involved participation in the Occupation, Negotiations 
With Constructed Space conference and student occupation/
workshop. Hosted by the Interior Architecture and Urban Studies 
programme in the School of Architecture and Design, University 
of Brighton, the conference and workshop explored ways that 
buildings and places are used or occupied. Students were asked to 
conduct forensic investigations into existing sites, to record and 
document, and to produce an animation. The films themselves 
became occupations. The Melbourne occupation collaborated with 
Urban Interior in the installation of posters around the laneways of 
Melbourne – bringing Berlin and Brighton to these spaces.

BERLIN 
Temporal occupations

Monday 22 June to Friday 26 June 
2009

BRIGHTON 
Summer School, Brighton  

University, Monday 29 June to 
Friday 3 July.

Occupations: Negotiations with 
Constructed Space Conference, 
University of Brighton, Friday 3 

July to Saturday 4 July

MELBOURNE
State of Design Festival  

Occupation: Wednesday 15 July to 
Saturday 25 July

SpECIaLISaTION LEaDER: 
Suzie attiwill with Mick Douglas, 

Gini Lee and Elena Giunta.

STUDENTS: 
alice Kohler, alex Brown,  
Joyce Ho, Schuyler Lin and  

Sarah Jamieson.
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Alice Kohler Archival City Berlin, 
June 2009



METROPOLITAN 
INTERIORS: 
PROJECT TO 
RIDE—SPACE 
NEGOTIATIONS WITH 
SEOUL SUBWAY 
CARRIERS 

RMIT + GSAKU 
DESIGN STUDIO
JULY

 Seoul is a very dense city. Eleven million people live within the 
city boundaries, while the metropolitan area counts approximately 
twenty millions inhabitants. In terms of density it is second only 
to Tokyo. Transportation is a massive issue: currently there are 
nine metro lines, two are under construction and they will open 
in the near future. Due to very long commuting routes, every day 
millions of people spend large parts of the day moving around in 
this hectic environment. Travellers often “dwell” for two or three 
hours every day in a subway carrier.
 How can we make their journey more pleasant? How can we 
find alternative ways of using the carriers’ space without creating 
discomfort in other users? How can we negotiate “room” for 
different activities without obtruding the regular use of the 
carriers? Students from RMIT and GSAKU developed design 
propositions, installed and tested, in real scale in a Seoul subway 
carrier. 

Universities: 
GsAKU _ Graduate school of 

Architecture  
at Konkuk University

rMit University_ interior Design,  
school of Architecture and 

Design

tUtors: 
Marco Bruno [GsAKU],  

roger Kemp [rMit – Urban  
interior], eunjoo shim [GsAKU]

LectUrers AnD critics: 
emil Goh [artist], Kim taeksu 

[vertex]
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Photo: Florian Kaiser



OCCUPATION: 
NEGOTIATIONS WITH 
CONSTRUCTED 
SPACE

ConferenCe 2-4 July 
university of Brighton 
sChool of ArChiteCture 
& Design: interior 
ArChiteCture AnD urBAn 
stuDies ProgrAmme
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PaPers Presented by Urban InterIor 
members to be PUblIshed by the 
UnIversIty of brIghton In 2010:

the conference theme of occupation and constructed space 
facilitates an engagement with several ideas currently shaping 
interior design thinking, discourse and practice. occupation, 
inhabitation, dwelling – the production of a place for people to 
inhabit, dwell, occupy – are a focus of interior design. While 
these terms are often used interchangeably they bring with them 
various theoretical frameworks and philosophical underpinnings. 
the term ‘occupation’ not only conjures ideas of residential living 
but is hard to prise from nuances related to military occupations, 
the occupation of territories, and colonialism. the conference 
provocation invites a thinking through the concept of ‘occupation’ 
as a way to locate some assumed givens occupying interior design 
as a discipline and through this, open up the potential for new ways 
of thinking and practising interior design which may in turn lead to 
different kinds of occupations and interiors.

an arts practice of undertaking projects in the public domain of 
melbourne australia has been exploring uncertainty in temporary 
public occupation by working through tramways and pedal-powered 
modes of transport as its medium. by disrupting the orthodoxy 
of everyday forms of organisation – such as those distinguishing 
between possession/appropriation, artist/non-artist and artwork/
audience – these projects induce an uncertainty in occupying 
place and position. the projects mobilise the power of occupation 
away from its common polarisation, as either concentration 
or fragmentation, toward a distribution of power and engaged 
investment amongst heterogeneous participants. this ‘cultural 
transports’ practice works toward demonstrating an aesthetic 
politics enabling experience of ephemeral moments that reveal the 
potentiality of social relations bonded by the reciprocity of care, 
generosity and hope. the telling of the practice here is undertaken 
by tracing the elliptical lines of two projects.

this paper investigates the notion of occupation as dynamic 
physical and multi-sensory relationships within architectural 
environments. our study specifically focuses on the construction 
of myriad relationships between physical, visual and auditory 
articulations of space, and how these shape human activities and 
interactions. by drawing on literature from the areas of visual and 
acoustic ecology (gibson, truax, schafer) we seek to frame the 
notion of human occupation as temporal interrelations between 
acoustic arenas, soundmarks, and sonic events, as well as their 
visual equivalents. additionally, we use brian massumi’s discussion 
of synaesthetic fusion, movement and sensation as a philosophical 
tool for interrogating these interrelations. for the design project 
we have nominated a site within rmIt University’s city campus in 
melbourne, australia. the applied research methods include the 

Working space: 
interiors as 
provisional 

compositions
suzie attiwill

Uncertain 
OccUpatiOns: 

cUltUral 
transpOrts  

at play
Mick Douglas

Choreographies 
of inhabitation:  
an investigation 

into visual, 
auditory 

and spatial 
relationships

dr. Michael fowler & gabriele 
Knueppel



auditory and visual capture of environmental data via video, still 
photography and stereo recording techniques. We subsequently 
produce a series of sound and video compositions, constructing 
new spatiotemporal and sensory relations from the material 
captured within Bowen Street. This approach serves as a technique 
for initiating a qualitative design proposition for the site that shifts 
modes of occupation through visual and auditory interventions. 
The paper concludes with speculations about the significance of 
interrelations between visual and auditory spaces in designing 
environments for human occupation.

Public space is defined by being accessible to everyone at anytime, it 
is the space of community and social interaction, the space in which 
public life unfolds. Public space does not pre-exist, it only emerges 
once it becomes activated through inhabitation and occupation. It 
is within this context I investigate the potential design can have for 
opening up new sites for the social and political formation of public 
space. The question arises as to what role design can play in the 
creation of public life. What are the strategies that the designer 
can develop to contribute to the spatial conditions that would allow 
people to experience, use, activate and occupy public space? The 
role of the designer might be described as a facilitator or catalyst, 
while the role of the public that forms in relation to a site can be 
to perceive, react, occupy, activate, extend and adapt the design 
intervention. Through the engagement of individuals and collectives 
with the design interventions in public space, a process will evolve 
that allows for new relationships to occur, between people and 
people, between people and places, and people and things.

I argue that an interior is a condition of space defined by a set of 
relations activated by a participation in that space. To embrace 
a position and relationship to space is a process for constructing 
interiors. An interior practice emerges through an activation of this 
process. This paper discusses a drawing strategy that considers, 
constructs and documents relations in space as a way of imagining 
and embodying the potential of spatial and temporal conditions, 
and which can in turn contribute to the design of interiors. These 
drawings can act as a tool to generate a relational condition. 
Through an engagement with existing space, a documentation of 
embodied responses can capture the potential for future interiors. 
An interior space is not something that is universally perceived 
or defined. It requires negotiation. Rather than considering the 
interior as something that is in existence, I am advancing the notion 
that an interior is generated through an encounter with space. The 
discussed drawing strategies emphasise the relationship of designer 
and existing space. By engaging a position in space, apprehending 
spatial conditions and remaking an expression of the initial 
encounter, the drawing process builds an extended relationship to 
the existing.

OccupatiOn 
within urban 

cOnditiOn
rochus hinkel

NegotiatiNg 
Space:  

aN iNterior 
practice

roger Kemp
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Royal Pavilion, Brighton
Photo: Rochus Urban Hinkel



URBAN 
[DI]VERSIONSSTATE OF DESIGN FESTIVAL

15-25 JULY

 Urban [Di]Versions was a set of design interventions which 
occupied the surfaces of Melbourne’s hidden or ‘leftover’ spaces. 
The installations sought to expose the potential of these spaces to 
reconstruct our imaginings of the city, disturb our urban routines 
and to evoke a sense of play. Urban [Di]Versions formed the final 
stage of a series of Urban Interior occupations occurring during 
June and July. Occupations from Berlin and Brighton, UK were be 
transported and exhibited as part of the festival.

Location: 
Sparks Lane and posters  

distributed throughout city

Ui participantS: 
Kate church, roger Kemp, Malte 
Wagenfield, Suzie attiwill, Mick 
Douglas, rochus Urban Hinkel

interior DeSign StUDentS: 
alice Kohler, alex Brown, Joyce 

Ho, Schuyler Lin, Sarah Jamieson.

oUtcoMe: 
Series of installations and posters
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Top Photo: Ben Landau
Bottom Photo: Malte Wagenfeld
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URBAN 
OCCUPATION, 
BRUNSWICK

INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO
JULY - NOVEMBER

 One of the essential characteristics of urbanity is public space. 
Freely accessible for everyone at any given time it is as much an 
aesthetic and architectural space as it is a political and social 
place. Public space is threatened through commercialization and 
privatization, often driven by the lack of public financial resources. 
These conditions have transformed public space from a political 
space and place of community and identity to either abandoned or 
commercialized anonymous non-places.
 The design proposal within this studio deals with aesthetic and 
architectural qualities as much as it interrogates the political and 
social conditions. We want to create a space that allows for political 
ownership, as well as for adaptation and change in order to create a 
place with multiple identities, and a diversity of urban life and active 
inhabitation.
 The studio emphasizes process as a crucial part in the 
development of design proposals. We share our observations 
through documentation of the given scenario, analysis, discussion 
and reflection on the given condition. Installations, events and 
provocations reflect our ideas and create a new engagement with 
the place. Design Scenarios are developed through collages and 
lead to design proposals that prioritize the experience of a place, 
the creation of identity, and individual and collective occupation.
 www.urbaninterior.net/brunswick

Teaching Team:
Rochus Urban hinkel (RmiT Uni-
versity/Urban interior Research 
group), ceri hann (RmiT Public 
arts Program) and Dr michael 

Fowler (SiaL Sound Studio)

gUeSTS (chRonoLogicaL):
antonia Pont (artist, Writer), 
caitlyn Parry (Urban occupa-

tionist Berlin), Dr hélène Frichot 
(RmiT University architecture 

Program, architecture and 
Philosophy lecture series), Tom 

nicholson (artist, monash Univer-
sity), anthony hamilton-Smith 

(designer & maker, RmiT interior 
Design alumni), Stuart geddes 

(chase & galley, isnotmagazine), 
michael hornblow (performance 

artist), mick Douglas (RmiT 
industrial Design, Ride on dinner), 
ian Robertson (Project manager 
activity centers, moreland city 
council), emanuela Savini (Unit 
manager arts & culture, more-
land city council),  Dr Lachlan 
macDowall, centre for cultural 
Partnerships, Vca, claire hatch 
(cultural Value), ian Woodcock 
(Research Fellow Urban Design, 

melbourne University)

STUDenTS:
alexander Brown, Kaman 

cheang, christina Fogale, aron 
hemingway, Sonia interlandi, 
Sarah Jamieson, alice Kohler, 

Bethany mann, Syaza mohamad 
Faisal, angela neylon, Justin Rog-

ers, Ruofan Sun, alice Wensor, 
ambrose Willis
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Top image:
(i)talian youtalian, by Aron Hem-
mingway, Sarah Jamieson, Alice 
Kohler, Justin Rogers 

Bottom image:
Coming Soon, by Alice Wensor, 
Christina Fogale, Beth Mann, 
Angie Neylon
Photos: Rochus Urban Hinkel



INTANGIBLE 
TOPOGRAPHIES

The studio was lead by Malte 
Wagenfeld and co delivered with 
Prof Mark Burry (SIAL & DRI), 
Mark Taylor (QUT) Dr. Juliette 

Peers and Rowan Dinning. Guest 
lecturers and experts such as the 

artist Cameron Robbins gave topi-
cal presentations on their work in 
revealing and working with such 

emergent systems and patterning.

UPPER POOL STUDIO @ SIAL
JULY - NOVEMBER

 This studio set out to investigate the intangible topographies 
produced by atmosphere, light, air, sound, weather and weathering, 
seasons, movement, habitation, daily rituals of usage and so on. 
 These are dynamic and temporal phenomena, they are in 
constant flux and always changing; but if observed carefully you 
may also discover that discernible patterns emerge. These patterns 
are typically aperiodic and part of an emergent or self organising 
system. 
 The temporal (time) dimension is a critical dimension within 
these patterning systems; sometimes the simple act of slowing down 
or speeding up time is enough to reveal these complete patterns. 
 Students explored, revealed, mapped and then designed with, 
or for, these phenomena. How to reveal the often invisible and 
intangible patterns was one of the key challenges of this studio. 
The other challenge was what and how you can learn from these 
observations and how you can use them to inform your design, or 
design with and for them. 
 Within in this context, the studio also explored the relationships 
and interactions between internal and external forces, shaped by 
landscape, urban fabric, buildings, spaces and habitation. 
 Initially working individually, and latter in groups, students 
began by declaring a territory for their analysis and claimed an 
‘intellectual’ position. They then developed devices, apparatuses 
or machines that revealed, analysed and mappped these patters; 
to visualise the invisible. Based on their discoveries they then 
developed a design project that was either an intervention upon 
these patterns or worked with them as a design strategy. 
 The final design outcome investigated the topic on a number 
of spatial and user/occupant relationships, scales and viewpoints; 
inside and outside, space and object, foreground and distant 
view and so on. Students were also prompted to investigate how 
landscape and interior spaces interact, how people move through 
and occupy spaces, how objects within spaces effect and generate 
invisible topographies and how these also in turn effect outside 
topographies. In their final project students were asked to focus on 
one or all of the following: 
 · revealing (observational)
 · Interacting with
 · or intervening with intangible topographies.
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URBAN INTERIOR 
OCCUPATIONGUILDFORD LANE GALLERY, 

MELBOURNE 
16-27 SEPTEMBER

 During 2008 and 2009, URBAN INTERIOR conducted 
a series of OCCUPATIONS in Berlin/Germany, Brighton/
UK and Melbourne/Australia. These ‘occupations’ are spatial 
and temporal events which transform urban conditions to 
question how temporary ‘occupations’ might reveal the kinds 
of qualities needed to sustain and enrich the increasing 
inhabitation of urban areas. Artefacts and research from these 
occupations will be exhibited.

Urban InterIor  
members partIcIpatIng In 

thIs exhIbItIon: 
suzie attiwill | Kate church | mick 
Douglas michael Fowler | rochus 
Urban hinkel roger Kemp | mick 

peel | malte Wagenfeld

InvIteD collaborators 
InclUDeD:

Dr hélène Frichot (rmIt archi-
tecture) gabriele Knueppel (rmIt 

phD candidate) rmIt Interior 
Design students (alex brown, 
Joyce ho, alice Kohler, sarah 

Jamieson, schuyler Yin) | students 
from Interior architecture Uni-

versity of brighton  students from 
architecture Design Innovation 

program (aDIp), tU berlin 

UI research assIstants: 
ben landau | liz lambrou

exhIbItIon proDUctIon:
ben landau
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JANE RENDELL 
FLOOR TALk

 Visit by Professor Jane Rendell, Director of Architectural 
Research at the Bartlett, UCL.
 Professor Rendell was in Australia as an invited keynote lecture/
workshop leader for the Expanded Spatial Practice workshop held 
at School of Art, Architecture and Design, University of South 
Australia. 
 Urban Interior in collaboration with Architecture + Philosophy 
invited Professor Rendell to Melbourne to give a public lecture – 
titled ‘To and Fro: A Site Writing’ – on 18 September at RMIT 
School of Architecture and Design lecture theatre.
 Professor Rendell also participated in an exhibition floor talk 
which was held in conjunction with the Urban Interior Occupation 
exhibition at Guildford Lane Gallery, 17 September. 

GUILDFORD LANE GALLERY, 
MELBOURNE
17 SEPTEMBER
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MELBOURNE 
COLLOQUIUM04.12.2009 / 14.00-18.00h

Crowd, LeveL 8, ‘ToTaL 
house’, 180 russeLL sTreeT

 The current members of the research group, Suzie Attiwill, 
Kate Church, Mick Douglas, Michael Fowler, Rochus Urban Hinkel 
and Malte Wagenfeld presented their research trajectories around 
the notion of ‘urban interior’ through projects and practice. The 
presentations and the discussions can be seen as ‘notes’ towards an 
Urban Interior book or reader.

This research trajectory eddies around the concept of urban 
interior enticed by the potential for thinking and practising 
differently – particularly in relation to interior design. At this 
moment, two intensities are palpable: the expansion of interior 
design as a discipline and practice effected by the concept of urban 
interior; and the contribution of interior design to the contemporary 
situation of increasing urban density. An historical thread plying 
Walter Benjamin, Umberto Boccioni, Theo van Doesburg and other 
practitioners attending to interior/exterior dynamics seems vital to 
situating current emerging interior design discourses and practices 
in relation to ideas of privacy, self, urbanisation, inhabitation, and 
cities. What might be the contribution of interior design in/to 
new modes of urban inhabitation? This question together with the 
brief of interior-making as a practice of interiorization beyond the 
architectural container has been posed in projects with students 
and colleagues in different situations and cities. Here the interiorist 
becomes active across disciplines; gathering, collecting, arranging, 
folding exteriors, interiorizing, customising space, making urban 
rooms, inciting communities of practice in the consideration of new 
kinds of ecologies, infrastructure and governance.

Our experience, conceptualisation and occupation of the city is 
calibrated through broader constructions of time and space. While 
the city may be understood ‘synchronously’ (Hillier, B. 1996), and 
thus organised via grids, strategic proximities and existing systems 
of spatial control, our lived experience of urban space is primarily 
asynchronous: immediate, visceral and subjective - and therefore 
draws on an alternative set of spatiotemporal information.

urban 
interiorist

suzie attiwill

Constant shifts:  
the experienCe 
of urban spaCe

Kate Church

ExtErnal guEsts includE:
claire Hatch, cultural Value; scott 
McQuire, Melbourne university; 
Vivian Mitsogianni, design re-

search institute; nella themelios, 
craft Victoria; Michael trudgeon, 

crowd Productions

conVEnor: 
rochus urban Hinkel
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 From the coexistence and interplay of these two forces, ‘urban 
interior’ is formed and its spaces are materialised. Simultaneously 
operating at multiple scales, the urban interior is both a container 
for transformation (Lynch, K. 1972) and an endless process 
of change. This ongoing transformation occurs across both 
the collective and individual scale drawing from, shifting and 
reorganizing manifold times, places and perceptions.

In this era of increasing urbanisation, the mobility of populations 
and the flows of global capitalism, creative practice can be a 
means for the production of ephemeral social assemblages where 
lived encounters are situated both with, and irrespective to, the 
prevailing contemporary social, cultural, economic, political 
and environmental forces. With globalism availing increasing 
presentations of seemingly endless aspirations and options for 
urban life experience, whether as fantasy, consumption choice or 
realisable action, we as individuals and collectives might wonder 
what situates us, giving us ground and connection in our lives. We 
see multiple and often contradictory responses to this condition: 
attraction to the identifications offered by religious fundamentalism, 
cultural ‘tribes’ and branded consumer lifestyles; the civic 
investment in iconic architectural and urban place-making projects 
that seek to foster urban identity and shared inhabitation; and 
simultaneously the diminution of long-term lived social groupings 
to the smaller units of nuclear family, contingent pairs and single 
individuals. A contemporary challenge is to creatively engage with 
the shifting dynamics of everyday urban inhabitation to foster 
culturally enriching forms of urban living practice that articulate 
sustainable futures.

The contemporary proliferation of embedded networks, pervasive 
computing devices and media screens in Asian cities such as Incheon 
and Tokyo, serve as a reminder to the immediacy and hegemony 
of visual qualities in urban design. Indeed, traditional Japanese 
gardens serve as a model for the manipulation of ocular and auditory 
conditions so as to enable multi-modal encounters. Within the spatial 
typology of the Japanese stroll garden lay a number of embedded 
acoustic spaces. Such interior acoustic ecologies sit in relation to 
the context of other acoustic arenas in the garden, as well as the 
embedded nature of the garden as interior to the house, town or city. 
Such spatial qualities of materiality and topography that produce 
interior acoustic spaces within the Japanese garden are often focused 
on the sound of water, birds, insects and human visitors. As such, 
acoustic arenas become zones in which sound sources articulate 
space, producing ephemeral acoustic interiors to the ever-changing 
acoustic horizon. Similarly, in the urban realm the concept of 
the urban interior as acoustic space has been explored through 
infrastructure projects such as urban soundscape systems (embedded 
multi-channel loudspeaker arrays). This chapter seeks to examine the 
potential that composed auditory zones and corridors may have on 
shaping urban design and the ways in which the urban condition is 
constructed through multi-sensory encounters within the landscape.

situated social 
assemblage 

and the urban 
interior: 

moments of 
cultural 

transport
mick douglas

THE URBAN 
INTERIOR 

AS ACOUSTIC 
SPACE

Michael Fowler
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Public space does not pre-exist, it only emerges once it becomes 
activated through inhabitation and occupation (Arendt, H. 1958; 
Boomkens, R. 2009 ). Within the city the individual becomes part 
of the collective, even if only provisionally, and the collective shares 
public space within a framework developed for the possibility of 
co-existence. It is within this context that I investigate the potential 
design can have for opening up new sites for the social and political 
formation of public space. The role of the designer might be 
described as a facilitator or catalyst, while the role of the public that 
forms in relation to a site is to activate, extend and adapt the design 
intervention. Through the engagement of individuals and collectives 
with the design interventions in public space, a process will evolve 
that allows for new relationships to occur, between people and 
people, between people and places, and people and things. 
 In the design studio environment I have tested two strategies, 
Actions and Urban Occupations, as active ways of engaging with 
public life. They can be provocations, irritations, and disturbances, 
and open up new ways to learn, test, and expand the understanding 
of the social, political space that is being designed.

A design investigation into the complex and rich dialogue between 
interior and exterior atmospheric phenomena and how these, 
within the urban context, contribute to the experience of ‘urbanity’. 
The seeping in, from the outside, of breezes, odours and sounds 
form a critical experience of the interior, and the seeping out, of 
cooking smells, voices, music and children playing, create a vital 
discourse between the interior and exterior. The urban environment 
generates its own microclimate and temporal shifts ensure that the 
experience of this is always changing – but also, importantly, there 
are a-periodic and semi periodic patterns that emerge and these 
contribute to the urban rhythm. The argument is that by closing off 
this dialogue, through either an architecture which hinders such 
an exchange, and or by hermetically sealing interiors off from the 
exterior atmosphere for reasons of climate control, impedes and 
denies an important part of the urban interior experience. This 
project forms an alternate strategy that explores and engages with 
these rich atmospheric experiences and phenomena that the urban 
interior produces and suggests how this territory, the urban interior 
atmosphere, can become a design typology of its own.

Relational 
Design foR 
Public life
the social 

anD Political 
Dimension of 

uRban inteRioR 
Rochus urban hinkel

THE AESTHETICS 
OF AIR

URBAN INTERIOR 
ATMOSPHERE; 
THROUGH THE 

WINDOW
Malte Wagenfeld



ExtErnal guEsts includE: 

claire Hatch is founding director of cultural Value, a values-led 
consultancy that works with organisations and communities to 
facilitate strategic decision-making and explore cultural perspectives. 
she has a history of working in the cultural sector holding senior 
management positions with state arts funding bodies in Wa and 
Victoria, not for profit organisations and the private sector.
 she has provided strategic business advice to over 150 arts and 
cultural organisations, a number of cultural institutions of state and 
national significance and artists across art forms during her time in 
government and now as part of cultural Value.
 a Myer Foundation, cranlana Program alumni, claire has 
a Master of arts and is actively involved in cultural leadership 
initiatives that support creative practice and the development of 
social capital.

dr. scott McQuire is an academic and writer with a strong interest 
in interdisciplinary research linking social theory, new media, art, 
and urbanism. He is the author of Crossing the Digital Threshold 
(1997), Visions of Modernity (1998), Maximum Vision (1999), 
and most recently The Media City: Media, Architecture and Urban 
Space (2008) which won the urban communication Foundation’s 
2009 Jane Jacobs Publication award. He is also co-author with 
Peter lyssiotis of the artist’s book The Look of Love (1998), co-
editor with nikos Papastergiadis of Empires Ruins + Networks: The 
Transcultural Agenda in Art (2005) and with Meredith Martin 
and sabine niederer of the Urban Screens Reader (2009). scott 
is associate Professor and reader in the school of culture and 
communication at the university of Melbourne, where he is engaged 
in a number of research projects on media and public space.

dr Vivian Mitsogianni is a director of M@ studiO architects and 
senior lecturer in architecture in the school of architecture + 
design, rMit university where she is the founding community 
+ industry linkage Projects coordinator and was responsible for 
the coordination of the design studio stream in the Masters of 
architecture Program (2001-2008). Her Phd by project titled 
“white noise PanOraMa: Process-based architectural design” 
was a reconsideration of the potential and scope of process-based 
architectural design practice. Her projects and extensive writings 
on architecture have been featured in local and international 
publications. Vivian currently holds the role of research leader 
for the customising space program in rMit’s design research 
institute.

nella themelios is an arts writer and curator and currently holds 
the position of coordinating curator at craft Victoria. recent 
curatorial projects include Shoe Show (2009); Chicks on Speed, 
Viva La Craft! (2009)and Give/Take (2009). she has written a 
number of catalogue essays and has contributed to various non-
refereed arts publications including Object Magazine and Eyeline. 
she has participated on the visual arts judging panel for the Fringe 
Festival in 2008 and 2009, as well as being a category judge for 

ViVian 
Mitsogianni

Program Leader,  
Customising space

Nella Themelios
Coordinating Curator,  

Craft Victoria

Claire HatCH
Director, Cultural Value, 

Melbourne

Scott McQuire
Associate Professor, School of 
culture and communication 

university of Melbourne
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Fringe Furniture. She holds a Bachelor of Arts (Cultural Studies) 
and a Graduate Certificate (Art History) from the University of 
Melbourne. She is currently completing a Master’s degree in 
Curatorship at the same institution and working on a number of 
projects for 2010, including a writing project on feminism for the 
Next Wave program.

Dr. Michael Trudgeon is the design director and a co founder 
of Crowd Productions, founded in 1983 as a trans-disciplinary 
design practice, to research and explore the potential of new 
technologies and design approaches. Crowd Productions has small 
teams in both Melbourne and London with a structure based on 
the film-production house model. Crowd’s projects are delivered 
through collaboration with a network of designers, researchers, 
makers, custom fabricators and specialists. Crowd has focused on 
creating digitally enhanced environments for the cinema, health 
and entertainment industries and financial services sector. Recent 
projects include i.e. the design of flagship cinema complexes for 
Hoyts at Melbourne Central and at Blacktown in Sydney, and the  
digital cinema capsules for ACMI in Melbourne.  Michael Trudgeon 
has a PhD from RMIT University, Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in 
architecture from RMIT University and a Diploma of Fine Art from 
Philip Institute.

Michael 
Trudgeon
Principal designer,  
crowd Productions
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suzie has an independent practice which involves the design of 
exhibitions, curatorial work, writing and working on a range of 
interdisciplinary projects in australia and overseas. From 1996 
to 1999, she was the artistic Director of Craft Victoria. she is 
the current chair of IDea (Interior Design/Interior architecture 
educators association – www.idea-edu.com) and until recently, a 
board member of West space Inc. (one of australia’s most prolific 
artist run spaces – www.westspace.org.au). she is completing 
a PhD in Interior Design by research Project at rMIt – titled 
INFLECTION. Techniques of Interiorization. the research 
is conducted through curatorial practice where the exhibition 
environment becomes a site of experimentation addressing 
questions of interior and interiority.

Kate Church’s current PhD research is entitled ‘encountering 
Mobius: Landscape as Continuum’ and investigates landscape as 
a temporal continuum and spatial infinity. this research explores 
design methods that investigate the potential of design to 
continually (re)organise the experience of the body in space.
 the research considers spatial occupation through ideas of 
transformation, performance and narrative. What can a different set 
of criteria, another way of differentiating offer to the experience of 
the landscape? How might we understand landscape as a perpetual 
event? through a series of built and speculative projects the 
research seeks to consider alternative relationships between the body, 
space and time through methods of spatial reorganization, embodied 
knowledge and capturing invisible or intangible phenomena.

Mick Douglas is currently concerned with practice-based arts 
research that explores inter-relationships between aesthetic 
experiences of mobility, cultural change practices and sustainability 
– a field he describes as ‘Cultural transports’. He has led a number 
of art-research projects that employ a mode of transport as a 
medium of arts practice, including ‘W-11 Tram’ first commissioned 
by the cultural festival of the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth 
Games, and ‘tramjatra: imagining Melbourne and Kolkata by 
tramways’ was recently published (Yoda Press, south asia and 
rMIt Press, 2005-2006) < www.tramtactic.net > and together with 
the Cultural transports Collective, ‘ride-on-dinner’. He recently 
developed ‘LiveHouse’, an arts platform for creative interaction of 
residents of the Carlton Housing estate undertaken in partnership 
with the City of Melbourne. < www.livehouse.net.au > 

as a classically trained musician, Fowler brings to UI a body of 
experience and knowledge concerning the relationship between 
systems of notation and representation,the aesthetics and impact 
of the avant-garde in music,  performance practices in electro-
acoustic music, as well as recent investigations into acoustic 
ecology. His expertise centres on studies into `open-form’ and 
indeterminacy in music, Japanese aesthetics, methodologies 
for visualising data, and the impact of the Japanese garden as a 
projective model for urban sound design.

Suzie Attiwill
Associate Professor,  
Program Director,  

interior Design

Kate ChurCh
associate Lecturer,  

Landscape architecture

Mick Douglas
senior lecturer,  
industrial Design

Michael Fowler
research associate,  
Sial Sound Studios
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Robyn is an independent fashion curator and commentator. She 
lectures in Fashion in the School of Architecture and Design 
at RMIT University. Her PHD, Empty dress: curating fashion 
cultures and environments, is an enquiry about the representation 
and displacement of fashion through experiencing ‘empty’ or 
absented dress, this research questions the state of appearances 
in the exhibition trajectory, exploring potential narratives 
articulated through a phenomenology of wear. Reflecting upon 
transformational forms of dressing, this research is carried out 
through a series of projects, using public collections and sites as a 
context for critical reinstallations. 

Rochus is a practicing architect, academic and curator. He joined 
RMIT School of Architecture and Design in 2005. He also taught 
in the program of Architecture and Design at the Academy of Fine 
Arts,  and at the University of Stuttgart, both in Stuttgart. In 2009 
he has been a Visiting Scholar at the Architecture Design Innovation 
Program (ADIP) Technical University (TU) Berlin. Rochus studied 
interior design, architecture and urban design and his practice 
ranges from furniture and interior design to architecture and urban 
design schemes.  His research and curatorial interests investigates 
the  relationship of public and private spaces and the social and 
political dimension of public space. 

Roger sees the interior as a site of negotiation. His research 
concentrates on the change of interior environments over time 
through physical interaction and changes in perception. His work, 
primarily developed through the production of spatial artefacts 
and drawings, document and engage with conditions of space 
determined by participatory engagement. Methods of navigation 
and the creative re-use of existing space are drivers of the research.

Mick has contributed to the undergraduate and postgraduate 
programs in fashion at RMIT since 1993 and in 2000/2001 
directed the fashion diploma and degree at Lasalle SIA College 
of the Arts, Singapore. He has a background in urban design as 
founding partner of the urban streetwear labels Maiike and Syke 
and he has also worked extensively as a freelance designer within 
the sportswear realm of the fashion industry. 
 Mick completed a master degree at RMIT University in 1996 
which explored various forms of fabric surface decoration and 
experimental pattern cutting. This research culminated in a series 
of garments that utilised the decoration to form garment’s structure 
and construction. 

Malte Wagenfeld is leading the research project ‘Aesthetics of 
Air’; The physical sensation and aesthetics of air movement within 
interior spaces and the objects or devices used to generate this. This 
project is an investigation into the sensual and thermal possibilities 
of air movement within interior spaces with the aim of creating 
improved environmental conditions for living and working and the 
significant reduction of energy usage and associate greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Robyn Healy 
Senior lecturer, Fashion

Rochus uRban 
hinkel

senior lecturer, 
architecture / interior Design 

RogeR Kemp 
Lecturer, Interior Design

Mick Peel
Program Director, Fashion 

Malte 
Wagenfeld
Program director,  
Industrial design



Student work from Occupation 
Berlin / Brighton / Melbourne 
- including poster by Sarah 
Jamieson -exhibited at Guildford 
Lane Gallery as part of Urban 
Interior Occupation. 
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